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About This Game

"Calm down. This is all normal. Well, it’s a new normal. There was a malfunction that we can’t fix yet, but with your help I can
make symptoms bearable. We’re all in the same boat here and should help each other."

"I’m Shelly, a lead scientist in General Education research facility. The job title is longer, but it’s not important. Here’s what I know
so far, though."

"The experience-sharing program that we were studying went haywire. Maybe it’s that black box, maybe something else. The main
symptom for you is that your nightmares and dreams no longer require sleeping to manifest. These hallucinations is all your

subconscious. It turns out that given enough time with it, we go insane. But we can fix that."
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The Long Reach is an adventure game filled with colorful characters, puzzles, and a shock of discovery. Wait, weren't we
supposed to say “joy of discovery”? That can’t be right.

The Long Reach takes place in New Hampshire, in the fictional town of Baervox. The game draws its inspiration from Lone
Survivor and The Cave and all the classical adventures (except that The Long Reach is set in the present day). You don't play in
a post-apocalyptic world or explore a fairy-filled fantasy world. You’re in the thick of it, just around the corner from the place

where you buy your groceries.

The Long Reach is a horror-thriller hell bent on screwing with your perception of things.

The game misuses stunning pixel art to create gruesome and unsettling images.

You’ll be playing as Calvin throughout the game - this is an example of the lies and deception that we have in store for
you.

You won’t be forced to figure everything out. Escape if you wish, in fact we encourage you to run for your life!

Solve puzzles that require thinking outside the box. The box provided by our publisher was never used during the
development.

You’ll be able to talk with plenty of characters. In fact, you’ll have a chance to pitch in every five lines or so.

A classic adventure game inventory filled with keys and weird stuff (note: no Elvish swords glowing faintly blue when
evil is close in this game).

Original atmospheric and haunting soundtrack. The composer's not right in the head, he brought weird stuff home to use
in the soundtrack. We’re all concerned for his cat.
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Title: The Long Reach
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
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Painted Black Games
Publisher:
Merge Games
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2018
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English,French,German
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Highly recommend this game. Awesome campaign, awesome graphics, tons of vehicles, weapons and huge maps and missions.
Can't believe this came out in 2008. It has better graphics than games that are coming out today. It's too bad that the online
multiplayer was shutdown. But if you can get a group of friends to get it, LAN still works. I played this game a ton on the xbox
360. The Xbox version even supported 50 players in one match while PC version supported 64. That was huge in 2008. It's a ton
of fun. Environments are partially destructable in case you don't like the other team's house and you have a tank.. The concept to
the game is great but some challenges are very hard. Some missions seem imposible, playing the game is like tring to find a
needle in a hay stack!! but overall a good game. The idea and the set of the game is good, but the lack of effective AI (of the
villagers) gives it a thumb down.
Looking forward to see future improvement.. I am a simple man, I see boobs, I recommend.

...

Just kidding, I am not a simple man, so no upvote !. OMG this is the most boring game I've ever encountered. I think this is the
first game in my life that I've stopped playing after less than 2 minutes. You literally just search through 2D drawings for
random items that you require for some unknown and non-sensical reason. It's as if the devs stripped away all of the good parts
of a point and click adventure game and left you with only the worst part which is searching through a screen on a pixel hunt for
nonsense. If you actually like fun in your games, steer clear. I don't know how this got "very positive" reviews.. Has more of a
visual novel feel, where your choices affects the story. I became addicted, and was dying to see how my choice driven story
would play out. I love this and can not wait for the next part.
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AVOID AT ALL COST, WHY IS THIS STILL ON STEAM?

cant even pause it. A few years ago the developer potentially had me writing good reviews about this.... file (I wont call it a
game), apparently his programming buddy has gone awol, and this game has been left in the disasterous state it was released in. I
would call it a cashgrab, following the success of audiosurf, and while I really wanted to like it, it is complete trash.

2/10, pros: small file, quickly removable, at one point it had promise.

cons: all the rest.. Door to Door. Hmm... this game is hard to rate. I really wanted to like it, and I do in some aspects, but what's
most disappointing is the fact that this game could have been something really special. Unfortunately, it falls short of being a
great game.

Pros:
The graphics are beautiful
For the most part, you must find and follow clues
A rich and extremely detailed world
Very large and diverse areas to explore

Cons:
The cases are very silly (not funny silly, stupid silly)
The game takes your clues and solves the case for you (too much hand holding)
Most, if not all of the jokes fall flat
There is no notebook that you can reference

Cons that the developer is up front about:
There are no subtitles (some of the voices are hard to understand)
There are no other people (bots) in this city

Because the game was made with an older version of unreal engine, it made it impossible to fix or modify the game to
accommodate the ladder, however, since the developer said this in the update section, I wouldn't dock them for it. The only
reason I'm mentioning it here is someone may insist on subtitles or a populous.

For new players, the city is very difficult to navigate, but there is "Charizmo" . However, not all of the locations are listed so you
may want to familiarize yourself with the city before you solve the cases. There is no time limit so you can take all the time you
want.

Despite it's shortcomings, I do like this game... somewhat. Is it worth $6.99 (at the time of this review)? Well, no. I would wait
for a sale if you want to give this game a shot.. Game runs perfectly, no crashes or freezes, take some time to understand how to
play but plenty of youtube videos around to help and the manual is good too. I believe this game is better than Distant Worlds
Universe, much better value, better graphics and more fun. options are limitless in what you can do. Great value for money,
highly recommended!. why do we always start with all the points FIX IT VRC \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING HELL BUT ITS
STILL GOOD. The music is good.. looks fun but every time i play i cant move or it says theres no servers when my friend
created one beside me

R15 — Fancy new menu, collision refactor and more!:
Greetings Creatifriends!

Time for another exciting Creativerse update! We've got a brand spanking new main menu that is a beauty to behold. You're
gonna love customizing your world thumbnail with that perfect shot that encapsulates what CreatiMegaVersePG2G is all about.
Plus, the oft requested ability to delete worlds is in! Get in touch with your inner OCD hand-washer by pruning your list of
worlds to your heart's content.

There's also a collision refactor that's a little on the technical side, but the bottom line is it fixes a ton of bugs (e.g. falling
through the world, getting launched to deadly heights by roofs, ladders, etc.) and makes your player movements much more
tactile and satisfying overall.
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Couple other tidbits: creature improvements (Trog will now haunt your dreams even more!), some new sound FX and what may
be the most important update we've made to date: NEW MUSHROOM ICONS!!!

As always, let us know what you think on the forums.

New Features and Content. The “You” Update:

If you’ve been paying attention to our recent UI changes, it should come as no surprise that a fresh coat of paint for the main
menu was long overdue. It now has a polished, simplified layout featuring you (or more accurately your player character). It also
has our new Public Worlds gallery where you can find and join worlds looking for newcomers, or set your own world as
“Public” to list your world and recruit new adventurers. Plus, you can “like” your favorite worlds and use our improved search to
find whatever special corner of the Creativerse speaks to you.

If you’ve been paying attention to us on social media, you’ll know we recently asked what stairs, slabs and slopes YOU would
like to see us add. The survey results are in, and so are the new blocks -- 30 of them to be precise! Among the most popular
requests were for Grass, Dirt and Glass versions. Great suggestions, everyone!

If you’ve been paying attention, R36 is dedicated to you players, especially those who pay attention. Thank you for the attention!
As always, please share your feedback with us…

P.S. Watch out for the new CORRUPTED ROCKSTER! We hear he’s a real grouch!
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New Features and Content. The Galactic Update!:

Greetings, Creators!

The Galactic Update really feels like two updates in one.

First, we're over the moon to present the new Galactic Super Bundle! Our most stellar premium recipe pack yet features
fantastic futuristic designs that'll be perfect for sci-fi-inspired creations -- and you'll definitely want the beautiful and deadly-
sharp Flux Incapacitator on hand for any Galactic "Treks" or "Wars" you have coming up.

You can pick up the super bundle from the store today, and while you’re there claim a complimentary blueprint kit for the out-
of-this-world Galactic Chizzard Coop to try out all the new blocks for free!

And second, the Blueprint Revolution is back! We’ve unlocked several powerful features that make creating and building
blueprints easier and more fun than ever. Now you can capture complex machines and decorations in your blueprints, start
building faster using block kits for player-created blueprints, and wield an explosive new blueprint building ability -- Burst Fill!

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1126272380

New Features and Content. Official Contest: Take Your Best Shot!:
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Greetings, Creators!

Over the last few years, we’ve seen our community share some truly impressive screenshots. Now it’s time to raise the bar and
celebrate screenshots that go beyond ”impressive” all the way to “basically melts Steam’s servers to sludge with pure Creativerse
awesomeness.”

Your challenge: capture a Creativerse moment that’s so breathtaking, thrilling, hilarious, frightful, or just plain amazing that it
should be part of the game forever. That’s right - ten winning screenshots will be added to Creativerse as loading screens!

Prizes. Creativerse R2 Is Live!:
Our first major content release is here and we can't wait to hear what you think! Read on for more info about what this version
adds. You should also check out this forum post for extra details (such as bug fixes and known issues).

New Features and Improvements. Pumpkiru's Candy Campaign:

Greetings, Creators!

Mischievious ghosts have stolen all of the Great Pumpkiru's candy, and he's counting on YOU to bust the thieves and reclaim
his trove of sweets!
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Pumpkiru’s Candy Campaign introduces an exciting new set of dynamic challenges for players to conquer and earn phenomenal
rewards ranging from classic Halloween recipes to mysterious new goodies!

Exorcise the ghastly hordes by your lonesome to amass a mountain of candy, or join up with friends and turn those wicked
tricksters into treats. In return, the Great Pumpkiru, the first NPC in Creativerse, will give you access to his curious collection
of pumpkin treasure!

New login rewards, and an overarching community event add to the seasonal fun! Log in regularly to see what you get, and work
with the community to pass milestones and unlock epic pumpkin treasures for the whole Creativerse!

New Features and Content:. Creativerse R27 -- The Quality of Life Update:
UI be a little more helpful. Night be a little less dangerous. Bugs be a little less buggy.

That’s R27 in a nutshell.

Behind the scenes, we moved to a new office, took time off for the holidays and have been laying the groundwork for features
that won’t be ready for a while. In other words, we acknowledge R27 isn’t as meaty as you’re used to. R28 will have more stuff!

P.S. We’ve slowly been upgrading our store page over the past couple months -- new banners, screenshots, game descriptions,
etc. Let us know what you think!

Improvements
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